Alsace Unknown
[hal-00521423, v1] identification of the unknown pollution ... - alsace is a region where groundwater
have a very important role in water supply. on the other on the other side, alsace is a heavily industrialised
area, so the quality of groundwater is ... the jewish presence in soufflenheim - alsace had grown to
approximately 22,500, about 3% of the population. they maintained their own they maintained their own
customs, spoke yiddish, and followed talmudic laws enforced by their rabbis. descendants of johannes
jacob lohr - rheinandlaeng - descendants of johannes jacob lohr generation 3 (con't) joannes martin rhein
and anna barbara lohr were married on 29 jan 1709 in commune de herrlisheim, province of alsace, france[4].
page 1 of 1 - valleyvintners - 13 b 1 medium dry cool 2003 dry vermouth ingredients unknown 14 c2 7 full
dry cool 2005/6 ortega 50% [2005] / 42% ortega 8% siegerrebe [2006] 15 e3 2 full dry room 2005 lucy
kuhlmann 49% / leon millot 38% / triomphe d'alsace 13% descendants of peter berchtold - 2 04 jan 2008
generation no. 7 8. johan jakob7 bergthold (frederich6, peter5, peter4 berchtold, hans3, michael2, peter1) was
born abt. 1709 in alsace, germany, and died unknown. jean (hans) arp, french, born germany (alsace).
1886–1966 - printer: unknown edition: unknown the museum of modern art library, new york 300331487 jean
(hans) arp, french, born germany (alsace). 1886–1966 max ernst, french and american, born germany.
1891–1976 die schammade, edited by max ernst and johannes theodor baargeld april 1920 journal with
woodcut by arp and letterpress adhesive label by ernst cover: 12 15/16 × 9 13/16" (32.9 × 24.9 cm ...
descendants of peter berchtold - 1 11 oct 2005 descendants of peter berchtold generation no. 1 1. peter1
berchtold was born abt. 1525 in switzerland1, and died unknown. child of peter berchtold is: descendants of :
(unknown) kuehner - descendants of : page 2 of 82 (unknown) kuehner name "rosa kihner") january 12,
1871 in festina, winneshiek county, iowa49. she was born february 6, 1849 in lerau, oberpfalz, bavaria,
germany50 and died april using alsace-moselle local laws to build a difference-in ... - using alsacemoselle local laws to build a difference-in-differences estimation strategy of the employment effects of the
35-hour workweek regulation in france matthieu chemin, university of quebec at montreal and cirpee etienne
wasmer, sciences-po paris and ofce france’s 1998 implementation of the 35-hour workweek has been one of
the greatest regulatory shocks on labor markets. few studies ... world literature at the alsace borderland:
the frontier ... - alsace and lorraine, split after world war ii into two distinct regions, have different oral
dialects (though poets such as vigée and weckmann have used the alsa- tian dialect in writing): what is known
as alsatian is an alemannic dialect. alice ruth gable ancestors generation six - ancestors of issac r. rickert
issac r. rickert b: 9 may 1797 in ancestral home in hilltown township, bucks county, pa d: 5 jun 1832 in bucks
county, chapter ii bittinger family peregrinations: bulgaria ... - bittinger family peregrinations: bulgaria,
germany, switzerland, alsace, pennsylvania, and beyond before the atlantic crossing: bittinger, boger, bouser,
dotterer, engelhardt, fike, philippi. livengood, thomas, shaffer and sellers1 introduction this study of the
ancestors of the bittinger/büttner families is dedicated to the memory of jonas and etta fike bittinger of
preston county, west ...
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